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“Hardball”

TEASER

Black Box Opening:

32     -  home runs *

97     -  runs batted in *

.308   -  batting average

1      -  lethal dose

EXT.  BASEBALL PRACTICE FIELD -- DAY1 1

MONTAGE / VARIOUS ANGLES: 

Minor league baseball practice game.  95mph fastballs, 
backdoor curves, sliders and splitters, whiffed on, hit for 
grounders, diving infield catches, mid-air throws to first, 
line drives to the outfield, snagged with basket catches.

(MUSIC:  Centerfield by John Fogerty or Glory Days by 
Springsteen)

VICK JOHNSTON steps up to the plate.  Big, muscular hitter.  *
WHACKS the first pitch a hundred miles -- but foul.  

Watching from the sidelines, eating sunflower seeds: COACH 
GRADY.  Turns to old-hand, TRAINER WEAVER.

GRADY
Johnston’s looking strong. *

WEAVER
Says it’s some new conditioning 
program. 

GRADY
Keeps it up, he’ll be batting clean-
up again for the big club in April.

Johnston smashes a long line drive against the outfield wall, *
SLIDES head first into second, inches ahead of the tag--

The Second Baseman throws the ball in.  Looks back to see 
Vick still splayed out in the dirt.  Pats him on the back. *

SECOND BASEMAN
Taking a nap, Vick? *

(CONTINUED)



But Vick doesn’t move.  Eyes wide open.  Not blinking. *

SECOND BASEMAN (CONT'D)
Hey.  Hey!  We need some help here!

INT. LOCKER ROOM -- DAY 2 2

DON takes a VIAL from a locker, puts it in an evidence bag, 
hands it to MEGAN.  She puts it with a couple similar bags on 
a table.  Vials, SYRINGES, pillbox.  PHOTO of wife KELLY. *

One LAPD plainclothes detective, one Uniformed cop. *

Coach Grady stands by, watching grimly.    

GRADY
When we opened his locker and saw 
the vials, we called LAPD.

MEGAN
That’s very civic minded.  Unless 
this was more about the federal 
grand jury probe into baseball 
doping.

GRADY
I don’t want anyone here to be 
accused of trying to hide anything 
from a grand jury.  And not from 
the league, either. 

DON
Did you know Vick Johnston was *
using illegal drugs?

GRADY
No...  But he’d put on a lotta 
muscle lately.     

Don bags a SMALL LAPTOP.  Looks to Grady for an explanation.  *

GRADY (CONT’D)
Vick used that to track his stats, *
made video recordings of his swing. 

EXT.  PRACTICE FIELD -- MOMENTS LATER3 3

Don and Megan walk through the tunnel to the field.   *
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MEGAN
Being in a locker room -- reminds 
me of my field hockey days.  When 
all I needed to take on life was a 
kick-pleated skirt and a big stick.

DON
You were a jock in high school?

MEGAN
Junior high.  But you seemed to 
know your way around in there.    

DON 
Used to play ball for a team that 
trained here. 

MEGAN
Baseball, huh.

DON
You sound surprised.

MEGAN
You seem too serious.

DON
I was serious about baseball.  

MEGAN
What happened?  

DON
Two seasons in the minors.  

MEGAN
Pro ball.  Musta been pretty good.  

DON
Yeah...just not good enough.    

Don walks off.  On Megan --

INT.  FBI WAR ROOM -- DAY4 4

Photos of Vick Johnston, a publicity shot of him surrounded *
by little kids.  A family PHOTO -- beautiful wife and two *
small children.  Next to these --

COLBY pins up a Vick Johnston BASEBALL CARD. *
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COLBY
Vick Johnston.  Drafted by the *
Oakland As at 18.  One of the top 
AL sluggers for six years.  On and 
off the disabled list the next two, 
finally sent down to the minors.  
According to his coach, this was 
gonna be his “comeback” season, he 
was determined to make it back to 
the big club. 

He turns to the VAIO hooked up to the BIG PLASMA.  DON and 
CHARLIE study EMAIL documents -- with FILE ATTACHMENTS.  

COLBY (CONT'D)
Found these emails on Vick *
Johnston’s laptop. *

DON
Sent by who?

COLBY
We don’t know.  So far tracing the 
source is a dead end.  But they 
seem to be telling Johnston they *
knew he was juicing and that quote, 
“it could ruin your career.”

DON
Blackmail.

CHARLIE
(pointing)

What are these file attachments?

COLBY
Right.  That’s why you’re here.

Colby hits a button on the VAIO.  A file attachment opens up 
and reveals mathematical equations and formulae.

COLBY (CONT'D)
Emails claim this math proves 
Johnston was using. *

CHARLIE
Looks like advanced statistical 
baseball analysis.  

DON
Sabermetrics.
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COLBY
Baseball math?  

CHARLIE
That’s right -- and this work is *
quite advanced -- not what you’d *
find in the box scores of the 
Sporting News.

DON
You think this stuff can really 
spot illegal drug use by players?

CHARLIE 
I don’t know.  First I’ll need to 
figure out what some of these 
notations and abbreviations mean. 

COLBY
That’s not standard math stuff?

CHARLIE
When a mathematician creates a new 
type of analysis, he’ll often need 
to devise his own notational 
shorthand.  I’ll have to do some 
research, maybe find somebody who 
knows the field.   

INT.  MORGUE -- DAY5 5

DAVID and Colby find Coroner CLAUDIA GOMEZ waiting for them.  
A BODY lies under a sheet.

GOMEZ
The death of baseball player Vick *
Johnston was the result of a *
massive hemorrhage in the brain.   

DAVID
A stroke--

GOMEZ
From the damage to the vessels, his 
blood pressure must have 
skyrocketed.     

DAVID
Can steroids cause that?   
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GOMEZ
Normally, no.  But here’s the 
thing: Johnston had vials *
containing a designer steroid -- 
Thoracyclene.  Most contain *
Thoracyclene in a form safe to *
inject -- if you don’t mind long-
term risks of cancer, heart 
problems and impotency.

COLBY
Apparently he didn’t.  

Gomez picks up an evidence bag containing a single VIAL.

GOMEZ
But this vial holds a concentration 
30 times greater.  This strength 
would likely cause a catastrophic 
rise in blood pressure.    

COLBY
This was an accidental overdose?    

GOMEZ
No way.  Thoracyclene is never *
produced or distributed at this 
strength.  This vial was specially 
prepared.  

DAVID
It was intended to be lethal. 

GOMEZ
It’s hard to see another purpose. 

COLBY
So we’re looking at a murder.

END OF TEASER
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ACT ONE

INT.  FBI WAR ROOM - DAY6 6

Don, Megan and David.  On the MAIN PLASMA, Johnston’s batting *
video (date stamped 09-20-06).  Other screens display  *
sabermetric analyses.  Megan flips through a FILE on 
Johnston. *

DAVID
Someone gave this guy a lethal dose 
of steroids.    

MEGAN
Whoever it was had to have access 
to his locker, and to Thoracyclene.  *
Maybe the drug supplier slipped  
the tainted vial into this supply.

Colby walks in, just getting off a cell call. *

COLBY 
That was the lab.  It’s going to 
take more time to identify the 
manufacturer of the steroid.  

DON
Why target Vick Johnston?  We need *
to know more about this guy.

Megan goes to look at the family PHOTO.

MEGAN 
I’ll start with his wife, Kelly. *

COLBY
(off the photo)

Not bad. 

MEGAN
Former model.  They’ve been 
together eight years.   Kids are 5 
and 2.

DAVID
Charlie got a handle on these 
equations?

DON
He’s working on it.  Apparently he 
“knows a guy.”
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INT.  LARRY’S OFFICE.  CALSCI  -  DAY7 7

Charlie enters.  BILL WALDIE pitches a baseball to Larry. 

CHARLIE
Nice pitch.

LARRY
We’re conducting a little hands-on 
study of the physical properties of 
the classic curveball.

WALDIE
Did you know Newton was interested 
in curveballs?  I mean, baseball 
clearly wasn’t around in his day, 
but he was fascinated by how a ball 
can curve through air.

LARRY
And who wouldn’t be?  It’s all *
fluid dynamics.

Waldie demonstrates the hand position and spin as he talks.

WALDIE
The spin the pitcher puts on the 
ball creates an imbalance of drag 
force on either side, thus an 
imbalance of air pressure.  The 
ball curves.  Hitting that pitch is 
one of the hardest feats in sports. 

LARRY
Charles, you said your question was 
more one of matters statistical.   

CHARLIE
Yes, this is what I’m looking at.  

Charlie hands some printouts to Waldie, who stops playing 
catch to study them. 

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
As you see, it’s high-level 
sabermetrics.  But I don’t know the 
meaning of some of these symbols.    

WALDIE
--and you heard I’m the winner of 
the faculty fantasy baseball league 
two years in a row.  
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CHARLIE
Since fantasy baseball is based on 
statistics, I figured you’d be into 
sabermetrics. 

WALDIE
Absolutely -- it’s the best way to 
pick a winning fantasy team.

LARRY
I wonder what percentage of the *
school’s supercomputer time is *
spent crunching baseball *
statistics...  *

WALDIE
I’ll never tell. *

(re: email math) *
This stuff is pretty wild -- really 
cool changepoint detection.

CHARLIE
You recognize this work?    

WALDIE
Give me a little time -- if the *
person who did this is active in *
the fantasy baseball or *
sabermetrics communities, I’ll find *
somebody who knows who he is.  *

CHARLIE
Good -- because these equations *
could shed light on a murder.  *

Off Larry and Bill’s reaction --

INT.  LOFT CO-OP APARTMENT - DAY8 8

Megan with Johnston’s wife, KELLY.  Grief contained, touched *
with bitterness.  Perfect outfit, hair and make-up.  PHOTOS 
of Vick and the children.  Toys and kids’ stuff around.  *

KELLY *
He felt sick all the time, couldn’t 
sleep.  He had mood swings, got 
irritable with me and the kids.  
But he said he needed the steroids, 
he had to get back into the majors.  
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MEGAN
He had a pretty expensive lifestyle 
to support.
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KELLY *
I know what you’re thinking.  
Everybody thinks that I’m a gold-
digger, I married Vick because he *
was a baseball star.  I was a 
model, I know what it’s like to 
feel used.  I married Vick because *
I loved him, I thought he’d be a 
great husband and father.  You know 
what -- I was right.   

MEGAN
There were people who wanted to use 
Vick? *

KELLY *
Sure, just about everybody.  Vick’s *
been under pressure to win all his 
life.  They were all after a piece 
of him -- coaches, owners, fans. 

MEGAN
Was he close to anyone in the 
organization?

KELLY *
The coaches and the other players 
didn’t give a damn about him, only 
about what he could do for the 
team.  The only person who really 
cared about Vick was his agent, *
Richard Clast.  Vick trusted him, *
said Richard wasn’t looking for a 
quick buck, was thinking long term.             

MEGAN
What were Vick’s prospects? *

KELLY *
This was the last year on his 
contract.  No other teams were 
interested in picking him up 
because he’d hurt his shoulder, 
plus the two knee surgeries.  He 
needed to get his game back up -- 
he said the money he made now had 
to last us the next 40 years.

(beat)
We won’t have those years now.  I’d 
give back all the money for more 
time with Vick. *
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MEGAN
I’m sorry.

(beat)
Did Vick have any enemies, anyone *
who would want to hurt him?

KELLY *
No one stood to gain if he died.  
Vick was only valuable if he was *
playing ball.       

MEGAN 
Did Vick ever talk about blackmail?         *

KELLY *
No, never.   

MEGAN
Do you know where he got the drugs?

Kelly collects herself, her bitterness flowing. *

KELLY *
Ask his coaches.  They were all 
over him about his game.  To them, 
he was just a piece of equipment.  

EXT.  BALLPARK.  DUGOUT -- DAY9 9 *

David and Colby question GRADY as he watches practice.  

GRADY
We don’t give them steroids, we 
don’t tell them what drugs to take. 

COLBY
But if they use, you benefit. 

GRADY
These are grown men.  They make 
their own choices. 

DAVID
And if they don’t get caught and 
suspended, you turn a blind eye?

GRADY
We test players when the league 
says we have reason to.  Otherwise, 
we try not to get into 
hypotheticals.
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COLBY
Which is never.

DAVID
Even when a guy who benches 225 is 
suddenly doing 350.  

OMITTED10 10

INT.  SPORTS AGENTS OFFICE -- DAY11 11

Upscale office.  Megan walks and talks with RICHARD CLAST.  
Slicked-back hair, expensive suit, aggressive attitude.  *
People walking in and out as Clast keeps working. *

CLAST
The team screwed Vick over. He *
gives them six great years.  Played 
with a bad shoulder because they 
needed him for a stretch drive, 
ends up on the disabled list.   

They enter his office.  Photos, trophies.   

MEGAN
I understand he was working to get 
back into the majors. 

CLAST
Yes, and he would have made it. 
Vick was the real deal -- great *
player, quality human being.     

MEGAN
Did you know he was using steroids?   

Clast hesitates, then nods.

CLAST
He said it was for just until he 
got his numbers back up.   

(off her look)
Most players use now and then, at 
any given time maybe a quarter of 
the guys are juicing.  This was 
about Vick’s next contract -- it *
was now or never. 

MEGAN
You know, there is life after 
baseball... 
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CLAST
Yeah?  What were Vick’s options?  *
He was drafted out of high school -- 
he didn’t have another career to 
fall back on.  He’d be lucky to be 
get a job making 33K a year 
coaching some JC team.  You seen 
his wife, think she’s gonna hang 
around for much of that?  His kids 
worship their baseball star dad.  
They gonna look up to a used-car 
salesman?   

MEGAN 
I dunno, I thought his wife seemed 
to care about him.

CLAST
Maybe I’m cynical, but I’ve seen a 
lot of wives move on after the 
baseball money stops.

MEGAN
What about agents?

CLAST *
My job is to take care of my 
clients, to keep them playing and 
making money for as long as they 
can.  I have to care about their 
health and well-being.  But it was 
more than that with Vick.  He was *
actually one of my best friends. 

MEGAN
Did he say where he got his drugs? 

CLAST
I assume the stuff was just around 
the clubhouse.

MEGAN
Vick say anything to you about *
possible blackmail?  

Clast is surprised, alarmed. 

CLAST
No, he never said anything about 
that.  
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(troubled)
If he was in trouble, he would have 
told me.  I would have helped him.  
I was there for him, he knew that.   

INT.  LARRY’S OFFICE. CALSCI - DAY12 12

Waldie with a laptop.  Charlie and Larry watch over his 
shoulder.   

LARRY
Professor Waldie sent out queries 
asking fantasy league players if 
they’ve seen similar work.  This is *
what we got back --

CHARLIE
Where is this from?

WALDIE
A website called Boxscoretimes.com. *
It’s for real stats fanatics. 

Waldie turns his screen toward Charlie.

ON SCREEN, A PAGE OF ANALYSIS -- similar to the EMAILS.

CHARLIE
It’s gotta be the same guy -- the  
abbreviations are identical.

WALDIE
Only here, he’s explained what they 
stand for.  

LARRY
DB, “distance batted.”  EJ, *
“elevation of trajectory.”  TB, *
“thrown bats?” *

CHARLIE
So who is this guy?  *

LARRY
Oswald Kittner, he plays in 16 high- *
stakes fantasy leagues.  

CHARLIE
Good, I’ll tell the FBI.  Now that *
I know what the abbreviations mean, *
I can figure out if the math really *
does reveal drug use. *
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INT.  KITTNER’S APARTMENT - DAY13 13

Looking across a trashed apartment.  Sparse except for a BIG 
PLASMA TV, with a BASEBALL VIDEO GAME that’s been left on 
(batter waiting for a pitch that never comes). 

Hard KNOCKING at the front door.

DAVID (O.S.)
Oswald Kittner.  FBI.  Open the 
door.

COLBY (O.S.)
We have a warrant.

No answer.  A few beats then CLICK, the door swings open 
revealing David, Colby and the building SUPER.

David and Colby enter cautiously with guns raised.  They 
quickly take in the apartment -- ransacked.

EXT.  FBI PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE - DAY14 14

Don is briefed by David and Colby.

DAVID
Someone gave Kittner’s apartment a 
going over.  We didn’t find a 
computer.   

DON
Where’s Kittner?  Has he shown up 
at work?

COLBY
He’s unemployed, a 25-year-old high *
school drop-out with no bank 
account, no car.  And no criminal 
record.

DAVID
The super and the neighbors haven’t 
seen him for a couple days.

DON
We need to find this guy.

COLBY
He might be a blackmailer, but if 
not, his work is involved somehow.
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INT.  CHARLIE’S OFFICE - NIGHT15 15

Charlie at a chalkboard filled with sabermetric equations. 
Larry comes up to look.

CHARLIE
This is amazing.  This Kittner 
person has reinvented Shiryayev-
Roberts changepoint detection 
procedure to pinpoint steroid use.

LARRY
Without the need for a medical *
test.  That could certainly have  *
major ramifications.

CHARLIE
Because there’s no way to test for *
drugs like Thoracyclene and THG. *
Once they’re metabolized in the *
body they’re undetectable. 

LARRY
Ah, the wonders of sabermetrics. 

CHARLIE 
It’s a powerful form of analysis in 
baseball--

ENTER A MINI AUDIENCE VISION:

Baseballs pitched -- batted.  Graphic overlays calculate and *
graph speed and force and predicted trajectories of the ball: *
demonstrating how minute differences in bat placement and *
timing of swing produce very different results. *

CHARLIE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
--because the physical nature of 
the game involves chance.  The 
difference between a hit and an out 
can be millimeters or milliseconds--

Scoreboards and stat sheets tally performance.

CHARLIE (V.O.) (CONT'D)
--At the same time, there’s a 
tremendous amount of data recorded 
throughout a season.  Literally 
thousands of at-bats.  And when you 
have athletic situations involving 
chance repeated over and over again-
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BACK TO SCENE:

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
--statistical analysis can isolate 
and reveal human performance.  

LARRY
This wouldn’t be the first time 
math has revealed a surprising 
truth about this sport.  In a 1993 
article in “The American 
Statistician,” J. Bennett used 
sabermetrics to analyze Shoeless 
Joe Jackson’s career baseball 
games.  By comparing Shoeless Joe’s 
contribution to his teams’ wins 
over his career, Bennett was able 
to prove that Jackson played to his 
full potential in every game of the 
1919 “Black Sox” series. 

CHARLIE
Though Jackson was accused of 
helping to throw the series, he was 
actually innocent.

LARRY 
Math restored a man’s good name and 
reputation after 70 years.  I find 
that beautiful.

(beat) *
But Charles, this new analysis *
doesn’t clear players of cheating.  *
It does the opposite. *

CHARLIE 
I know.  So to test if it works, I *
took stats of players generally 
believed to have used steroids, and 
ran them through this analysis.

LARRY
And what’d you find?  *

CHARLIE
That Oswald Kittner’s work seems to *
be quite accurate.

Off Larry’s look -
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INT.  FBI WAR ROOM - NIGHT16 16

Megan walks into the War Room with a cup of coffee.  Don, 
Charlie and Larry are already there.
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MEGAN
Twenty minutes ago I was in my PJs, 
curled up on the couch with Blazing *
Saddles on the DVD player.  This *
better be good.

CHARLIE
Oh, this is better than good.   

Charlie punches up a CALIFORNIA ID PHOTO of OSWALD KITTNER on 
the plasma -- along with equations.

LARRY
(sotto to Megan)

The red cowgirl PJs?

MEGAN
Mmhmm.

CHARLIE
Kittner’s equations work.  They 
identify when a player is using 
performance enhancement drugs.

DON
So, though people suspected 
Johnston was using steroids -- *

MEGAN
They couldn’t prove it.  But 
Kittner could.  And possibly used 
it for blackmail.

LARRY
Yes, and when Charles told me that 
this Kittner person has dropped out 
of sight, it got me to thinking.

(to Charlie)
If I may--

CHARLIE
Please.

LARRY
People who disappear, and are still 
alive, are like satellites that 
have lost their planet.

ENTER AUDIENCE VISION:

Hundreds of satellites orbit the earth.
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LARRY (V.O.) (CONT’D)
Say the earth vanished.  Satellites *
that orbit it would have no orbital 
focus.  They’d travel off --

Earth vanishes, the satellites go off in various directions.

LARRY (V.O.) (CONT’D)
--most toward other sources of *
gravity:  the moon, planets, the 
sun.  *

The satellites find new homes, orbiting the moon, planets, 
the sun and faraway stars.  A MAP of Los Angeles OVERLAYS.  

LARRY (V.O.) (CONT'D)
When people are no longer tethered 
to their home, it’s much the same. *
Displaced people are drawn to *
places that meet essential needs. *

BACK TO SCENE:

LARRY (CONT'D)
When you’re tired, you need a place 
to lie down, when you’re thirsty, 
you need water.  

DON
When you have a fantasy baseball *
team, you need an internet *
connection.

LARRY 
Of special note:  Tomorrow’s the 
deadline for Winter Fantasy Draft.    

MEGAN
Kittner’s gotta plug in his  *
laptop.  

DON
His apartment’s downtown?  

MEGAN
Near Little Tokyo.  Couple cyber-
cafes around there.   
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LARRY
Fortunately, human geography is not 
nearly as immense as the cosmos.

OMITTED17 17

EXT.  LITTLE TOKYO - NIGHT18 18

Angle on a Fire Tower--

Young Asian “punk” women enter an open-air mall.  

EXT.  LITTLE TOKYO - NIGHTA19 A19

David and Colby walk through the bustle and color. 

COLBY
You know what this kinda reminds me *
of?  

DAVID 
Let me guess -- Blade Runner.     

COLBY 
Exactly.  Now, how did Ridley Scott 
know what the future would look 
like?

DAVID
No idea, I just remember Daryl 
Hannah was one kick-ass cyborg.

Colby looks ahead, sees something -- 

COLBY 
Hey, look who just showed up. 

COLBY’S POV -- a open-air Cyber Cafe.  OSWALD KITTNER walks 
to a table.  He’s carrying a skateboard, wearing a small *
backpack (sized for a small laptop computer). *

David and Colby approach.  Kittner sees them coming. 

DAVID 
Oswald Kittner.  FBI.

Kittner bolts, David and Colby run after him. *
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EXT.  LITTLE TOKYO OPEN AIR MALL - NIGHT19 19

Kittner throws down his skateboard, jumps on and sails off. *

COLBY *
Great, when they don’t run, they *
skateboard. *

People scatter as Kittner streaks away. *

EXT.  STAIRCASE.  LITTLE TOKYO - NIGHTA20 A20

Kittner races toward a staircase, and desperate to escape he 
hits the siderail, bounces off, just barely nailing the 
landing.  And he’s off again--

David pushes off Colby to split up -- they do.  Colby staying 
on Kittner. 

EXT.  RAMP.  LITTLE TOKYO MALL - NIGHTB20 B20

Colby sprints as hard as he can -- but he can’t keep up with 
Kittner who zooms down a ramp into the UNDERGROUND MALL.

INT/EXT.  LITTLE TOKYO UNDERGROUND MALL - NIGHTC20 C20

Follow Kittner as he rushes headlong through the underground 
mall -- barely avoiding obstacles and crashing through a 
Japanese kite stand.  Colby still in pursuit -- barely.

EXT.  LITTLE TOKYO MALL - NIGHTD20 D20

A PROCESSION of Japanese women in traditional dress holding 
colorful lanterns -- a Flower Festival -- heading right in 
the direction of -- Kittner -- who emerges back out into the 
open air mall at high velocity.

The WOMEN scatter like fireflies as Kittner rips through the 
procession.

PAST THE PROCESSION -- Kittner looks over his shoulder.  He’s 
lost Colby.  Kittner smiles.

EXT.  LITTLE TOKYO MALL.  FIRETOWER - NIGHTE20 E20

Kittner arrives at the end of the mall -- approaching a huge 
Fire Tower when -- 

David steps out from the entrance to a shop -- holding a five-
foot long STALK OF BAMBOO -- *
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He throws it at the wheels of Kittner’s skateboard -- the *
board goes flying, Kittner tumbles across the cement-- *

David comes down on top of him.  Colby comes running up. *

KITTNER
(in pain)

Damn.  Was that really necessary?

DAVID
It is when you run.

Colby puts the cuffs on him.  David grabs the skateboard.

KITTNER 
You really FBI?  

David pulls out a badge --

COLBY
Yeah, for real.  

KITTNER 
At the risk of getting beat up, can 
I ask what you’re arresting me for?

DAVID
In your case, skateboarding is a *
crime.

END OF ACT ONE
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ACT TWO

INT.  INTERROGATION -- DAY20 20

Megan looks down at Oswald. 

KITTNER 
Before you put me on the next 
flight to Gitmo, I’d like to 
exercise some legal rights.  

She drops copies of the email attachments on the table.

KITTNER (CONT'D)
What are these supposed to be?

MEGAN
You emailed them to Vick Johnston.  *

Oswald’s face -- an honest look of confusion. *

KITTNER
Uh, no way?  

MEGAN
We’ve talked to some smart people, 
Oswald.  They know your work.     

Oswald fights back a quick smile of pride.  Megan sees it.

KITTNER
They’re blowing smoke up -- your 
skirt if you were wearing one.  I 
have no idea what any of this is.  

MEGAN
The classic question: If you didn’t 
do anything wrong, why’d you run? 

KITTNER
Last week I come home and two guys 
are tearing up my apartment.  I got 
the hell out of there.  Then these 
beef monkeys of yours come at me on 
the street and I’m not hanging 
around to see if they’re legit.      

MEGAN
Do you know who broke into your 
apartment, or why?  
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KITTNER
I win a lot at Fantasy Baseball, 
somebody probably wanted to get a 
look at my research.

MEGAN
Competition must be pretty 
cutthroat.  

KITTNER
One league I play in, winner gets *
fifteen thousand.  Enough to 
justify a little B&E. 

(shrugs)
So me and my laptop went off the 
grid for a while.    *

Don comes in, followed by Charlie, carrying a folder.   

DON
Oswald, meet Dr. Charles Eppes.  
Professor of mathematics at CalSci.

KITTNER
Maybe he can tell you about all *
this stuff here, because it’s way 
over my head.

Charlie opens the folder, hands a paper to Kittner. 

CHARLIE 
I don’t think it is.  It’s similar *
to this work, which you posted on a 
baseball stats website under your 
own name.  You’re the only person 
using these abbreviations.     

Kittner looks at what Charlie’s given him. 

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
And it works, too.  Your analysis 
accurately spots steroid use.  

Kittner thinks, then --

KITTNER
Okay, Good Will Hunting, it’s my 
work and that’s what it does.  But 
here’s the thing --  I didn’t email 
it to Vick Johnston.  I never *
showed it to anybody.
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CHARLIE
Why not?  It’s a significant *
statistical breakthrough. 

KITTNER
It’s a significant advantage in 
fantasy baseball -- if nobody else 
knows about it.

INT.  OBSERVATION ROOM -- MOMENTS LATER21 21

Don, Megan and David.  Charlie and ND agent in with Kittner.  *

DAVID
Techs went over his laptop.  It’s 
not the source of the emails 
Johnston received.   *

DON
No motive for killing Johnston, *
even if he was blackmailing him.

MEGAN
Which I doubt.  He was genuinely 
surprised when he saw his work on 
those emails.    

DON
What do you make of the break-in at 
his apartment?

DAVID
Somebody after the steroid 
analysis?  

MEGAN
And we’ve still got the problem of 
who slipped Vick Johnston a lethal *
dose of Thoracyclene. *

DON
Any word from the lab on where the 
drug was manufactured? 

DAVID
Still waiting.

Don looks in at Charlie talking to Oswald.

DON
I’d like to get a better handle on 
this guy.  
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MEGAN
He’s not likely to open up to us.  
But he might with someone else. 

Don nods -- thinking what she’s thinking.

INT. HALLWAY. CALSCI -- DAYA22 A22 *

Charlie’s getting mail from his mailbox. *

KITTNER *
Dr. Eppes? *

Charlie turns to see Oswald Kittner walking up. *

KITTNER (CONT'D) *
I got your message. *

INT.  CHARLIE’S OFFICE -- CONTINUOUS22 22 *

Charlie and Oswald enter.  Kittner instantly captivated by *
all the math stuff.

CHARLIE 
You know, I wasn’t sure your *
attorney would tell you I called.    *

KITTNER
He doesn’t want me talking to you. *
Says you’re gathering information *
for the FBI. 

CHARLIE
He’s right.  The FBI wants to know *
who else knows about your work.   *

KITTNER
Like I said, nobody else. *

CHARLIE *
But I have my own reasons for *
wanting to talk to you.  Your *
analysis is elegant, really deep *
stuff. *

KITTNER *
Deep, is that good? *

CHARLIE *
Yeah, it means complex, elegant. *

Kittner stops at the chalkboard.
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KITTNER *
That’s calculus, right?  

CHARLIE
Yeah.  Did you study calculus in *
high school? 

KITTNER
My school didn’t have it.  I got it 
out of library books, from stuff 
other fantasy leaguers did.    

CHARLIE
So you’re self-taught.  Quite an *
accomplishment.  Ever think about *
going to college to study math?    
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KITTNER
Dude, I don’t even have a G.E.D?     *

CHARLIE
(imitating Kittner speech) *

Dude -- you don’t even need one? *
(back to normal) *

You could be admitted on the *
strength of your work.  At least 
consider publishing some of your 
findings.   

KITTNER 
Hell no, gotta keep my best stuff 
secret.  That’s how I win.      

CHARLIE
Science is about sharing knowledge. *

KITTNER
Yet another reason I’m not a 
scientist.  

CHARLIE 
But you are, whether you know it or 
not.  You come up with theories,  
test them.  You make new findings.  

KITTNER
Yeah well, maybe I’ll dust off a 
shelf for my Nobel Prize.    

Off Charlie’s amused smile --

INT.  EPPES HOUSE - DAY23 23

Don walks in.  Alan appears, in golf clothes with a golf bag.

DON
Charlie around?

ALAN
He’s at school.  Hey, I had two 
meetings cancel on me this 
afternoon.  Wanna join me?

DON
Love to, but I’m working this 
baseball case. 
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ALAN
What a sad thing.  Johnston was a *
helluva ballplayer.  
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DON
Left a wife and two little kids.

ALAN 
Who do you think killed him?  

DON
Don’t know, can’t find a motive.  
Maybe blackmail, but blackmailers 
rarely kill their targets. 

Don’s face darkens with thought.

ALAN
Something else bothering you? 

DON
My last year with the Stockton 
Rangers I hit .228 with 36 RBIs.  
With steroids, maybe it would’ve 
been 260 with 50 ribbies.  That’s 
what my back-up did, he wound up in *
the majors. *

ALAN *
But that would have been cheating. *

DON *
Is it cheating when everyone else *
is doing it? *

ALAN *
Yes.  But you also would have *
risked cancer and heart trouble -- *
just to play a game.  

DON
It wasn’t just a game. *

ALAN *
We all give up things, Donnie.         *

DON *
(gently, curious) *

Yeah?  What’d you give up? *

Alan shrugs -- *

ALAN *
One day I was backpacking around *
Europe with no plans, no worries *
and all the freedom in the world. *
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Next thing I know, I’ve got a *
family and a mortgage and two weeks *
vacation a year.    *

DON *
You regret getting married, having *
kids? *

ALAN *
No, but I regret missing the things *
I gave up for them.  That’s just *
the way it is. *

EXT. CALSCI CAMPUS - DAY24 24

Charlie and Kittner walk.  Kittner takes in the campus.

KITTNER
Fantasy leagues are competitive, I *
figured if I could come up with a 
way to spot drug use in players, my 
drafts and trades would be better.

CHARLIE
How so?
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KITTNER
A player who’s juicing is more 
likely to get injured midseason.  
Statistics prove it.  *

CHARLIE
You sure you didn’t tell anybody *
about this work?    *

KITTNER
Not even my best friends.  I 
compete against all of them.

CHARLIE 
In economics there’s something 
called Reverse Decision theory -- 
you look at a person’s actions to 
deduce the data they’re using.

KITTNER
Meaning?

CHARLIE
Did you hint that specific players 
were doping?  Players that nobody 
else knew that about? 

Off Kittner’s look of realization --

EXT.  FBI BRIDGE -- DAY25 25

Don and Megan walk. 

CHARLIE (O.S.)
Don -- Megan --

Charlie and Kittner hurry up to them.

CHARLIE (CONT'D)
Oswald thinks he knows who sent the 
emails to Johnston. *

DON
You said you didn’t tell anybody.

KITTNER
I didn’t.  But I had an argument 
with my buddy Chris -- Chris 
Bronmiller -- he’s a huge fan of 
Vick Johnston’s -- *
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MEGAN
(getting it)

You told him his hero was using 
steroids. 

DON
Chris have access to your work?

KITTNER
We hang out a lot, and I always 
have my laptop around.   

EXT.  1ST STREET BRIDGE -- DAY26 26

David and Colby come down a long staircase.

COLBY
What’s going on?  This Chris *
Bronmiller’s missing, just like *
Kittner was.  No one’s seen him at *
his apartment for days.

DAVID
But unlike Kittner, Bronmiller has *
a car.  *

COLBY *
Think he’s living in it? *

DAVID *
Maybe.  I’ve heard there’s a *
certain CalSci professor that’s *
been residing in his car lately. *

COLBY *
Fleinhardt.  What does Reeves see *
in that guy, anyway? *

DAVID *
Some women go for muscles, some go *
for the brains. *

At the bottom of the stairs, David and Colby approach an area *
under the bridge.  David points-- *

DAVID (CONT'D) *
Traffic cop spotted the vehicle *
down here, but got called to an *
incident before he could search it. *

COLBY *
There-- *
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INT. UNDER THE BRIDGE -- DAYA27 A27

David and Colby cautiously approach the car, look into it. *

DAVID *
Doesn’t look like he’s living in *
it.  Which raises the question -- *

David pulls open a door, reaches in to pop the trunk. *

COLBY *
I hate doing this-- *

Colby opens the trunk-- *

Nothing inside.  David comes up beside him. *

DAVID *
That’s a relief. *

Then they both -- sniff the air. *

COLBY *
Something -- smells. *

They look over to a dumpster nearby.  Exchange a look, then *
walk over. *

They approach the dumpster, fling open the top.

David pulls aside a big sheet of cardboard--

DAVID
Looks like we found Chris *
Bronmiller. *

COLBY *
And he’s been dead at least several *
days. *

The body of a man lies face up.  Dried blood.  Chris *
Bronmiller’s been dead at least several days.

OMITTEDB27 B27

END OF ACT TWO
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ACT THREE

INT. FBI LOUNGE - DAY28 28

Oswald and Charlie.  Don walks in, takes a beat.  

DON
Chris Bronmiller was found dead. 

Oswald unconsciously backs away.  Head reeling.

KITTNER
Oh God.  Are you serious?  

CHARLIE
Oswald, I’m sorry. *

KITTNER
This is so messed up.  Who would do 
that?

DON
We didn’t find his computer.  Help 
us out here, Oswald.  

KITTNER
I don’t know anything, man.  I 
don’t have a damn clue.

DON
What about his email address?

KITTNER
Chris might have used a cyber-cafe *
account, so it’d be harder to *
trace.  I can tell you the ones *
where he hung out. *

INT.  FBI TECH ROOM - DAY29 29

Charlie and Don with STENDHAUSER, at a keyboard.

STENDHAUSER
Chat Room Cafe in La Crescenta.  E- *
mail accounts created through their 
server for the past few months.  
I’ll check credit card accounts for 
Chris Bronmiller.  There it is.  
Let me open some of these file 
attachments.

They look up to the large LCD -- Oswald’s EQUATIONS.
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CHARLIE
That’s Oswald Kittner’s work.  So *
it was his friend Chris who sent it 
to Vick Johnston. *

STENDHAUSER *
And he received an email in *
response, look -- *

She punches a button, part of an email pops up on the screen.  *

CHARLIE *
(reading) *

Regarding your statistical *
analysis:  Interesting stuff.  I’d *
like to meet and talk about it. *

STENDHAUSER *
Signed Vick Johnston.  Only it’s *
not from Johnston’s laptop.  *

DON *
Can you trace it? *

She’s already clicking away -- *

STENDHAUSER *
I can try. *

CHARLIE *
Chris Bronmiller thought he was *
going to meet his baseball hero. *

DON *
By then Vick Johnston was already *
dead. *

INT.  FBI LOUNGE - DAY30 30 *

Don questions Oswald.  Charlie watches.

KITTNER
Chris was a good guy.  He would 
never blackmail anybody.  The 
emails never asked for money, did 
they?  If they came from Chris, I 
know they didn’t.

DON
Then why send the files? *
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KITTNER
Chris lived for baseball, Vick *
Johnston was his favorite player.   *
I think he wanted Johnston to stop *
using steroids.   

Don stares at him.  Kittner meets his eyes. *

KITTNER (CONT’D)
It wasn’t blackmail, just some 
young guy trying to warn his hero 
that he could get caught.    

DON *
All right. *

He gets up, leaves. *

CHARLIE *
He believes you. *

KITTNER *
Your brother’s one icy dude, you *
know that? *

CHARLIE *
Not really.  He’s just -- focused. *

INT.  EPPES GARAGE - NIGHT31 31

Oswald looks at the Cognitive Emergence work on the 
blackboards.  Charlie walks in with blankets and pillows, 
dumps them on the settee. *

CHARLIE
We have two extra rooms in the 
house, you sure you-

KITTNER
No, I’m cool.  I just don’t want to 
go back home again for a while, not 
after what happened to Chris.

CHARLIE
I understand, the FBI still isn’t 
sure who broke into your apartment.   
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Kittner, trying not to think about it -- looks around, sees 
Charlie’s boards.

KITTNER
I know.  So, what is this wild *
stuff?

CHARLIE
Cognitive emergence theory.

KITTNER
Oh, of course. *

CHARLIE
I’m trying to mathematically model *
how conscious thought emerges from 
basic neural functions.

KITTNER
The sum is greater than its parts.

CHARLIE
(impressed)

Yeah ... that’s the basic idea.  *

Oswald scans a stack of math books. *

KITTNER
You don’t by any chance have some  
comic books, maybe Wired magazine?

But Charlie’s got an idea, goes to a storage box.

CHARLIE 
Hey, you know what?  I have *
something that might interest you.  
It’s a baseball thing -- 

Charlie dumps a pile of scorebooks and notepads on the cot.

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
My brother, Don -- he played in the 
minor leagues.  I kept his stats.  

Oswald leafs through.

KITTNER
Stockton Rangers, no way.  They 
were my fantasy minor league team 
when I was in high school.
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INT.  FBI BULLPEN - NIGHT32 32

David and Colby work late.  David online.  Colby on the phone 
holding.  Pizza nearby.

DAVID
Anymore sausage and pepper?

COLBY
Bit the dust, my friend.

DAVID
My arteries thank you.  If they *
made pizza-flavored steroids, I’d 
be Superman. *

Colby hangs up the phone. *

COLBY *
Finally.  The lab results are in. *

DAVID
They name the manufacturer?

COLBY
There’s three companies that make 
Thoracyclene.  One in the *
Phillipines, one in France, and one 
based here, in the LA area.  Stuff *
we found in Johnston’s locker *
contains a chemical signature *
linked to the local firm. 

DAVID *
So that proves they manufactured *
the fatal dose? *

COLBY *
Only proves they made the original *
steroid.  Someone else could have *
created the concentrated dose.  You *
didn’t think it would be that easy, *
did you? *

DAVID *
No, I guess I didn’t.  So this lab *
is in the area? *
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COLBY
Used to be in North Carolina.  
State attorney’s investigation 
forced it to close down.  Re-opened *
in Panorama City.

DAVID
That’s like 20 miles from downtown,   
in the valley. 

COLBY 
Looks like we’re on the 405 
tomorrow morning.
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INT.  EPPES HOUSE - NIGHT33 33

Don, Alan and Charlie having dinner.

ALAN
Your friend in the garage -- he 
doesn’t want to come in for a bite?

CHARLIE
I offered, but he says he’s fine.   
I think he’s used to being alone. 

ALAN
Fantasy baseball -- what a way to 
make a living.   

DON
Don’t some of these stats experts 
wind up working for real baseball 
teams?

CHARLIE
Yes, Bill James was a self-taught 
baseball stats fanatic who 
published his own findings.  Now he 
works for the Boston Red Sox. 

KITTNER (O.S.)
Hey, Charlie?

Oswald in from the kitchen, with notebooks and a calculator.

OSWALD 
Oh, didn’t mean to interrupt.  I 
came to answer Charlie’s question.

DON
What question is that? 

KITTNER
A baseball question.  About you.

DON
Oh yeah?  

CHARLIE
If you had kept playing, would you 
have made the majors?

Don and Alan are all ears.
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KITTNER
I made two evaluations.  One if you 
continued to develop normally -- 
and one if you had used steroids.

ALAN
This ought to be interesting.

KITTNER
With steroids, you probably would 
have raised your batting average to 
.280 with 10 to 15 home runs.

DON
Guys who did that made the majors.

KITTNER
Some.  Not all.  The problem is, 
while your hitting would have 
improved, your overall value as a 
player would have diminished.

ALAN
How so?

KITTNER
Don’s value was as a utility 
player.  You didn’t excel at one 
position, you played several very 
well.  You were an ace fielder and 
you were quick, physically and 
mentally.  Steroids would have 
messed with that.

DON
And without drugs?

KITTNER
Hard to say.  A lot of major league 
clubs like to have a few utility *
players on the bench -- guys who 
are smart and can adapt to 
different situations quickly.

ALAN
The FBI likes that, too.

Alan and Don exchange a look -- 
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INT.  OFFICE - BRX DRUG LAB - DAY34 34 *

OWNER FRANK AUSTER enters with David and Colby.  The office *
neither fancy nor high-tech -- more a warehouse space. 

AUSTER
BRX makes nutritional supplements.  *
Vitamins, protein powders.

DAVID
But you do manufacture 
Thoracyclene. *

AUSTER
One of our chemist’s created it.  
For use in adolescent males with 
pituitary malfunction.  People 
forget -- most steroids and sports 
enhancement drugs also have 
legitimate purposes.  Along with 
growth problems, steroids treat 
allergies, chronic inflammation, 
skin disorders.  

DAVID
You’re the only company in the U.S. 
that makes Thoracyclene, right? *

AUSTER
We hold the patent here, yes.  Two 
foreign manufacturers pay us a 
licensing fee for the right to 
produce it, too.  

COLBY
You were originally based in North 
Carolina, but we understand you ran 
into a little trouble there.

AUSTER
Nothing to do with Thoracyclene.  *
The attorney general was against 
“wholistic” medicine, went after 
the marketing of herbal 
supplements.  We relocated to a 
state that doesn’t have an agenda 
against alternative medicines. 

DAVID
You’re saying that investigation 
had nothing to do with your 
manufacture of steroids? 
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AUSTER
It’s not illegal to make anabolic 
steroids.  Only to distribute them  
without prescriptions.

COLBY
Or without FDA oversight.

AUSTER
I had a feeling this is where this 
was going, so I thought I’d save 
you a little work.  Stacey, bring *
in that file, please. *

A SECRETARY enters carrying a file, hands it to David. *

AUSTER (CONT’D)
Our sales records of Thoracyclene.  *
As submitted to the FDA.

Colby flips through it.

AUSTER (CONT’D)
Every purchase was made by a 
licensed physician or distributor.  
And the only patients who should be 
receiving it are young boys with 
growth disorders.

EXT.  FBI PEDESTRIAN BRIDGE - DAY35 35

David reports to Don.  David holding a file. 

DAVID
Found a guy who BRX sells *
Thoracyclene to that we might want *
to look at.  Dr. Thomas Mandel. *

DON
Yeah?  Why him?

DAVID
Specializes in sports medicine.  
Apparently treats a lot of college 
and high school kids.     

Off Don’s reaction,

INT. UNIVERSITY ATHLETIC FACILITY - DAY36 36

David and Colby walk and talk as buff college athletes 
(wrestlers, track & field) walk past.
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DAVID
Eighteen, nineteen.  Pretty young 
to be taking short cuts.

COLBY
Drugs don’t do the work for you.  
They change the chemistry in the 
body so you can work out harder and 
longer.

David gives Colby a look.

COLBY (CONT’D)
High school wrestling, you pick up 
a few things.  And I admit, I was 
tempted. 

(beat)
Problem is, altering the body’s 
chemistry is risky.  Start when 
you’re an adolescent you get 
permanent damage.  Baldness, 
erectile dysfunction, premature 
closure of growth plates.  Too much 
testosterone kills brain cells--  

DAVID
It’s so not worth it --

COLBY
And I didn’t even mention *
gynecomastia.

(off David’s look)
Enlarged breasts in men.

David grimaces, then points to a Physical Therapy Room.

DAVID
Here we are.

COLBY 
You worried about violating doctor-
patient confidentiality?

DAVID 
It’s a college facility open to all *
students, and we have the 
administration’s permission to be 
here.  If the good doctor wants 
privacy, he should work out of his 
office. *
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Colby opens the door.  DR. PHIL MANDEL looks up.  He’s *
administering an injection to a HUGE, HULKING YOUNG ATHLETE. *

DOCTOR
Excuse me, can I help you? 

COLBY
We just wanted to check something.

David goes to table, lots of vials on it. Picks one up. 

DAVID
HGH -- human growth hormone.  Legal 
only by prescription -- 

COLBY 
And only to treat specific 
conditions.  Such as unusually 
small size in children.

He and Colby eye the huge young man.

COLBY (CONT’D)
Either it’s working real good--

(to the doctor)
-- or you’re in trouble. 

DOCTOR
I want my lawyer. 

David picks up another vial from the table.

DAVID 
Hey look.  Thoracyclene.   *

Off his look to Colby --

END OF ACT THREE
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ACT FOUR

OMITTED37 37

INT. FBI INTERROGATION -- DAY38 38 *

Colby and David and Doctor Mandel.

DOCTOR
I didn’t know Vick Johnston.  I *
never treated him.  

COLBY
Easy enough to confirm.  Give us a 
list of the people you were selling 
steroids to.  

DOCTOR
That’s a violation of 
confidentiality.   

DAVID *
We got a half dozen athletes who *
say you never examined them or took *
a medical history.  

COLBY *
But that you did supply them with 
sports drugs.  Guys between 17 and 
22, a couple as young as 14.

DAVID *
All they had to do was show up, pay *
and get a shot.

Mandel slumps.  He knows his options are few.

DOCTOR
If I give you a list of people I 
sell to, what do you give me?

COLBY
Points for cooperation.  

INT.  BULLPEN -- DAY39 39

Megan, Colby and David run down names.
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COLBY
Looks like most of the buyers were 
connected to sports of some sort.

MEGAN
Including four high school coaches.

DAVID
Despite the risks, they’re starting 
so young. 

COLBY
Sometimes in junior high--

DAVID
Why aren’t parents trying to stop 
this? 

COLBY
Sometimes it’s the parents who push 
it.  Determined to raise a sports 
star.  I saw it happen to a kid on 
my college wrestling team.

Megan speaks with a slight edge to her voice--

MEGAN
Some parents equate winning with 
worthiness.  And dole out love and 
approval accordingly. 

COLBY
Am I sensing a little first-hand 
experience on that front?

MEGAN
My family used to go to this fancy 
summer camp every August.  One year 
my sister and I got eliminated from  
doubles tennis in the first round.  
Dad sent us home with three weeks 
of camp still to go.   

She smiles grimly at the memory.

David’s found something --

DAVID *
Megan, which high school did you 
say Vick Johnston attended? *
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MEGAN
Morse Central Valley --

David hands her a printout -- 

DAVID 
His old high school coach is on the 
doctor’s client list.  Max 
Sheveransky. 

MEGAN
People told me Vick Johnston’s high *
school coach was one of the top 
prep coaches in the nation.

DAVID
He’s pretty famous, read about him 
in Sports Illustrated.  Dozens of 
his players have made it to the 
major leagues.

MEGAN
(realizing)

We’ve checked with anybody who 
might have supplied Johnston with *
his drugs -- come up blank.  I’m 
thinking now that he went back to 
his very first supplier.  

COLBY
His high school coach. 

EXT.  HIGH SCHOOL BALLFIELD -- DAY40 40

COACH SHEVERANSKY watches his team practice.   

SHEVERANSKY *
Glove down, Matty.  Come on you *
guys, pick it up.  Let’s see some *
hustle. *

MEGAN (O.S.)
Max Sheveransky?

He turns to see Megan and David walking up.

DAVID
FBI.  We need you to come with us.  

SHEVERANSKY
What’s this about?
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MEGAN
Vick Johnston. *

SHEVERANSKY
I haven’t talked to him in years. 
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MEGAN
I think you should know -- a search 
warrant is being executed for your 
office, automobile and home. 

Off Sheveransky’s stunned look --  

MEGAN (CONT’D)
Looks like you got a good idea what 
we’re going to find.

INT.  INTERROGATION ROOM  -  DAY41 41

Megan and Don question Sheveransky.

MEGAN
We have witnesses who saw you with 
Vick Johnston two months ago. *

SHEVERANSKY
He wanted help.  No one was 
offering him a contract.       

MEGAN
And you supplied him with 
Thoracyclene. *

SHEVERANSKY
I was the only person he trusted.

DON
He called you two days before he 
died.  

SHEVERANSKY
No, I don’t remember that. 

Megan pushes a paper across the table to Sheveransky.

MEGAN
Phone records indicate you talked 
to him twice, once for 46 minutes, 
a second time for 37.  What about?  

DON
We can make sure the last team you 
manage is in federal prison.

SHEVERANSKY
All right.  Vick said he thought he *
was going to be exposed.  
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MEGAN
By who?

SHEVERANSKY
He wouldn’t say.  He just said it 
was going to get out.  That if he 
got caught, he’d have to give my 
name to the grand jury.  

DON
You tell anybody about this call?

SHEVERANSKY
Not a soul.  Not even my wife.

MEGAN
What did you do?

SHEVERANSKY
I didn’t know what to do.  And then 
-- Vick died. *

DON
The drug you supplied killed him.

SHEVERANSKY
I don’t understand how.  It was the 
same stuff everybody gets.

INT.  BULLPEN -- DAY42 42

Megan, David and Colby. 

COLBY
BRX sold to the doctor, the doctor *
sold to the high school coach.  And 
the coach sold to Vick Johnston. *

MEGAN
We know the chain of supply.  But 
it doesn’t pinpoint which one 
killed Johnston.  And neither has a *
link to the murdered fantasy 
baseball player.

DAVID
Both the coach and the doctor have 
alibis.  When Bronmiller died, 
Sheveransky was in Sacramento, the 
doctor was in Las Vegas. 
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MEGAN
But here’s the thing -- only BRX *
could make the lethal dose.  

EXT.  CYBER-CAFE -- DAY43 43

A busy, crowded cafe, filled with young people in hip dress. 
At a table, Charlie sits with Oswald Kittner. 

KITTNER
I can’t stop thinking -- if I 
hadn’t done the doping analysis, 
Chris would still be alive.   

CHARLIE
It’s not your fault.  Actions can *
have unintended consequences.  
Scientists struggle with that all 
the time.

KITTNER
Charlie, scientific breakthroughs 
have benefits.  I play fantasy 
baseball.    

CHARLIE
The ability to conceptualize the *
solution to a problem ... that’s 
what applied mathematics is all 
about.  You have that ability and 
you could apply it to other 
problems. 

KITTNER
You’re Good Will Hunting.  Not me. 
I’m just a slacker who loves *
baseball way too much.  

CHARLIE
Whether you want to admit it or 
not, you also love math.  Think *
about it, okay?  *

EXT. CYBER-CAFE -- DAY44 44

Charlie and Kittner leaving.

CHARLIE
You’re still welcome to the garage.
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KITTNER
Don’t worry about me.  I’ll be 
okay. 

CHARLIE 
Stay in touch.

Oswald raises a hand in farewell, gets on his skateboard, 
shoves off down the street. 

Charlie walks to his car, beeps it open.  Turns, looks back-- 

Oswald’s figure glides away down the sidewalk.  Charlie turns 
to his car, opens the driver’s door --

BANG! BANG BANG!

Charlie looks up, startled by gunshots--  TIRES SQUEAL, 
somebody SCREAMS.  Charlie runs toward the sounds--

EXT.  SIDEWALK -- SECOND LATER -- DAY 45 45

Charlie runs up, people gathered around.  Charlie pushes 
forward, sees Oswald on the ground.  Charlie keeps his cool, 
speaks firmly, calmly.  Concerned but not panicked. *

CHARLIE
Everybody, please, stand back.   *

Oswald’s moving, sitting up.  Charlie bends over him. *

CHARLIE (CONT’D) *
Stay still, don’t try to get up --  *

OSWALD
It’s okay, I don’t think I’m hit --    *

He pulls at his jacket, BIG HOLE in it.

OSWALD (CONT’D) *
Whoa, look at that. *

Oswald pulls up his shirt -- A WELT where a bullet scraped *
his left side.    

OSWALD (CONT’D) *
I guess -- they missed.

CHARLIE
But not by much.

END OF ACT FOUR
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ACT FIVE
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INT.  CHARLIE’S OFFICE -- DAY47 47

Charlie writes on his blackboard.  Larry consults a notebook, 
adds to an expression on it.  Kittner watches.  

The chalkboard divided into sectors, each labeled:  PLAYERS, 
TEAMS, DOCTORS, TRAINERS, MANUFACTURER etc.  There is a 
mathematical value-assessment for each.

KITTNER *
So I nearly get shot.  And you guys *
respond by doing -- a lot of math? *

CHARLIE *
That’s how we roll at CalSci. *

(going serious) *
Don says somebody wants to get rid *
of your doping equations.  And *
anybody who knows about them. *

LARRY
We’re trying to find who has that *
motive.  *

Charlie stands back, regards his board full of work.

CHARLIE *
You seeing what I’m seeing?

KITTNER
Dude, honestly, all I see is a lot 
of chalk.  Are the numbers supposed 
to be glowing or something?

LARRY
I’ve known particular expressions 
to take on a shimmering quality.

Kittner gives Larry a look.

KITTNER 
I’m sure you have.

(to Charlie)
Look, I know who had the strongest *
motive to bury my work.  The drug *
company that makes the juice. 
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CHARLIE
Thank you Dr. Kittner.  It only *
took us hours of value assessment 
to get that conclusion and you’re 
saying it’s obvious?
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KITTNER
Hasn’t your brother taught you 
anything about crime?  It’s always 
the guy who stands to lose or gain 
the most amount of money.

LARRY 
Thoracyclene is valuable because *
there’s no test for it.  Your work *
destroys that value.  

CHARLIE
And then there’s this.

He pulls down the second chalkboard.  A organizational chart -
- entities linked to Johnston and Bronmiller. *

KITTNER
Remind me what that is again?

CHARLIE
Organizational analysis chart.

Charlie draws a big circle around LAB COMPANY.  It’s 
connected by many lines to Johnston.  Not to Bronmiller. *

CHARLIE (CONT’D)
We’re quantifying links between the *
elements in this case.  Note:  the *
drug lab is linked to everybody. 

KITTNER
But -- how would the drug lab know 
about me and my work? 

MEGAN (O.S.)
That’s a good question.

Megan comes in. *

MEGAN (CONT'D) *
The drug lab’s central to the case.  *
And the only local source of *
Thoracyclene. *

LARRY
It had to be behind the lethal dose *
that killed Vick Johnston. *
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CHARLIE
But did they wield the weapon they 
made, or hand it to somebody else?  *

MEGAN
David and Colby are going there to *
ask just that question.  But maybe *
your analysis can help, too--

CHARLIE
BRX has the most obvious motive, *
but they’re not the only one who *
makes money off illegal steroids. *

INT.  DRUG LAB -- DAYA48 A48

David and Colby lead an FBI Team executing a search warrant.  
Employees are ordered out as they go toward the head office--

INT.  DRUB LAB OFFICE -- MOMENTS LATERB48 B48

Frank Auster, watched by an AGENT, stands aside as Colby and 
David bag evidence.  Colby holds up computer printouts.

COLBY
A copy of Oswald Kittner’s 
analysis.  Where’d you get this?

FRANK 
I’ve never seen that before.  

DAVID
Mr. Auster, we’ve established a 
chain of purchase between you and 
Vick Johnston. *

COLBY
And this math formula we just found *
is a motive for murder.   

(to David) *
And look -- *

He shows David -- *

DAVID *
You printed out the email sent to *
Chris Bronmiller.   That set up the *
meeting where he was killed. *
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Auster getting very scared -- *

AUSTER
(softly)

I didn’t kill anybody.  None of *
this was my idea.  *

OMITTED48 48

EXT.  MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL FIELD -- DAY49 49

Richard Clast watches the players take batting practice.

CLAST
Nice shot, Bobby.  Keep that up and 
we’ll have you in a bidding war 
between the Yankees and Sox. 

Don and Megan suddenly appear walking up to Clast.  His face 
going blank.

DON
Richard Clast.  We went over a list 
of your baseball clients.  

MEGAN
In fact, we ran all their stats 
through Oswald Kittner’s analysis.  
Which I think you’re familiar with.

Megan hands him a copy of Kittner’s math.  Clast looks, then 
shakes his head dismissively.

CLAST
Not a clue what this is -- I’m not 
a mathematician.

MEGAN
Which is why you took it to Frank 
Auster, at BRX.  He’s a scientist -- *
and he told you what this math 
could do.

CLAST *
I don’t know any Frank Auster-- *

MEGAN *
Sorry, but his company’s number’s *
all over your phone records.  *
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DON
Nearly all your baseball clients 
are juicing.  You stood to lose *
millions in commissions.

CLAST
Like a lot of other agents.  
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MEGAN
But you’re the only one who knew 
about this math application.  
Because your client and best friend 
showed it to you.

Clast stiffens--

MEGAN (CONT’D)
Vick Johnston trusted very few *
people.  But he trusted you.   

DON
You were in the team locker room 
with him the day before he died.

MEGAN
Is that when you put the vial with 
the lethal dose in his bag?    

Clast fights to stay blank, but her words eat at him.  

MEGAN (CONT’D)
And Chris Bronmiller -- we found 
blood on his clothes that didn’t 
match his DNA. 

DON
It’ll match yours.

Clast looks up, the blood draining out of his face.  Megan is 
already behind him, putting on the cuffs.

Megan puts a hand on Clast to lead him away.  But he resists 
a moment -- looking out at the beautiful green infield.  
Regret and recrimination crashing inside of him.

CLAST
I love this game.  Just like Vick *
did.

They walk Clast off the field, the players noticing.

OMITTED50 50
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INT. EPPES GARAGE -- DAY52 52 *

Oswald’s working on his laptop, a baseball game playing on a 
TV set.  Charlie’s working on his chalkboard. 
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David and Don enter. 

DON
It’s over, Oswald   We got him.    *

DAVID
Matched a gun we found at his beach 
house to the bullets fired at you. *

KITTNER
Wait, so me almost getting shot 
helped nail this guy?

DON
Yeah.  Also the blood evidence on 
Chris Bronmiller’s clothing.

KITTNER
That bastard -- I hope he gets 
what’s coming to him.  Chris was a 
good guy.  

DAVID 
Oswald, the FBI lab at Quantico 
wants to know if you’d agree to 
consult with them about your 
formula.  They want to develop it 
as a investigative tool.   

KITTNER
My secret doping stats?  In the 
hands of the feds?

(he’s kidding)
Of course.  Whatever you guys want.  
I owe you.  But you should know I 
got an offer from Vick’s minor *
league team to be their 
statistician.     

CHARLIE
This FBI work would be a great 
opportunity. *

DON
You can do both.  Why not?

CHARLIE
Your work will be recognized.  You 
could even publish an article in 
the American Journal of Statistics.
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KITTNER
Oh, yeah.  My boyhood dream come 
true.

EXT.  EPPES HOUSE -- NIGHTA53 A53 *

Establishing. *

INT.  EPPES HOUSE -- NIGHT53 53

Charlie and Don in the living room.  Alan gets up from *
watching TV.

ALAN
You guys see the news?  Your case 
is big stuff.  

DON
Yeah, a real scandal.

CHARLIE
And if the FBI can prove the 
efficacy of Oswald’s analysis, it 
could get even bigger.

Alan and Charlie exchange a look.  Charlie heads for the *
kitchen.

CHARLIE (CONT’D) *
Anybody thirsty? *

ALAN *
I’ll take a beer. *

Charlie exits to the kitchen, Alan goes to Don. *

ALAN (CONT’D) *
Case brought back memories.

DON 
Just seeing that world again.  
Remembering what it was like, 
giving up my first love.

ALAN
First love my ass.

DON
Whattya mean? *
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ALAN *
Donnie.  Don’t you remember how you *
got started onto baseball? *

DON *
I always liked it. *

ALAN *
No, not really.  Your mother and I *
got you into Little League to try *
to get you to stop running around *
with that little toy gun your Uncle *
Tommy gave you. *

DON *
(remembering)

Oh yeah -- that silver cap gun--

ALAN
You played with it constantly.  
Your mother and I didn’t think that 
was healthy.  We figured baseball 
would get your mind off it.  And it 
did -- for a couple decades.

Charlie comes back with three beers, he gives one to Alan. 
Don, thinking hard, realizing what Alan’s saying is true--

ALAN (CONT’D)
You loved baseball, but it wasn’t 
your first love.  As a kid, you 
were always playing cops and 
robbers.  And Donnie, you were 
always the cop. 

A strange look on Don’s face.  Realization.  Charlie hands 
him a beer.  Then raises his own to him.

CHARLIE 
To Don Eppes.  A born cop, and a 
most excellent one.

ALAN
Hear hear.

Off Don -- getting his head around what Alan just told him.  

END OF SHOW
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